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Right when you walk into Sloan’s Ice
Cream in Santa Monica, you enter a world
of pure imagination. Sloan’s invited Girls
on Food and a few of our influencer pals
in to taste and photograph a few of their
favorite icy concoctions.
For this event, guests used
#GOFxSloansIceCream for all their social
media shares.
GOF Bloggers In Attendance:
Julianne
Carla
Julieta
Social Media Influencers In
Attendance:
@ComiendoenLA
@couchpotatocook
@diannamcruz
@wong.foodie
@galenhoward
@bustamante_adrian
@kaseyskitchen
@jenn_denault
@msdevonbarnes

We kicked off this event with the Treasure
Chest Sundae, a treasure box with a scoop of
circus ice cream, hot fudge, gummy bears,
sprinkles, whipped cream & a cherry on top.
Then we moved on to one of their bestsellers, the Cookiewich, a scoop of
homemade ice cream sandwiched between 2
freshly baked chocolate chip cookies. As you
can see, this cookiewich was stuffed with
chocolate Oreo cheesecake ice cream. So. Incredibly. Good.
The Sandcastle Sundae is the perfect treat
for a party of little ones. A real beach sand
pail and shovel is filled with 5 scoops of ice
cream, hot fudge, caramel, wet walnuts, any
2 dry toppings and a chocolate chip cookie
on the bottom with lots of whipped cream and
cherries.

The real treat for grown up Instagrammers
was the Flower Child Sundae, a real flower
pot planted with 3 scoops of ice cream, hot
fudge, marshmallow & whipped cream – all
buried under fresh Oreo soil. This bad boy
was shot until it melted completely and was
the star of the day!

If you’re ever in Santa Monica and need to chill out, be sure to pop into Sloan’s!
There’s seating near the main shop, or you can go upstairs like we did to take
images with their beautiful wall of succulent plants.
Thank you so much to All Points PR and Sloan’s Ice Cream for inviting us in!
Although this tasting was comped by Sloan’s Ice Cream, all thoughts and
opinions expressed are my own.

